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Word bank

BACKHAND       BREAK       CLEARING       CUT       DEFENSE       DUMP       ENDZONE       FLOW       FORCE

FOREHAND       FREE       HAMMER       HANDBLOCK       HUCK       LAYOUT       MANONMAN       NONCONCACT

OFFENCE       OPEN       PIVOT       POACH       POINT       POSSESSION       PULL       REFEREEING       SCOOBER

STALLCOUNT       SWING       THROWER       TURNOVER
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Across

3. To get out of the area where the thrower wants to
pass the disc

4. A _____ can be an effective short-range (10 to 20
yards/meters) throw.

6. When you plant your foot and step to the side
allowing you the throw around the marker.

7. To make it as difficult as possible for the thrower to
throw the disc in one direction

9. The person with the disc is the __________.

11. A series of quick passes to well timed cuts

12. The defender stops the disc directly after it is
released by the thrower

16. Player who stands behind the thrower in order to
help out

17. The most common type of defense

19. The throw at the start of each point that initiates
play

20. change of possession

21. Self-__________ is when players are responsible
for their own foul and line calls, and resolving
disputes.

23. An attempt to get free to receive the pass

26. The team with possession of the disc

27. When the pass is not completed, there is a change
of __________.

28. To throw the disc from the left side of the body for
right handed players

Down

1. Available to receive the pass

2. When the player dives the catch or intercept the
disc

5. the side to which the thrower is being forced

7. To throw the disc from the right side of the body for
right handed players

8. Ultimate frisbee is a __________sport.

10. A long pass often nearly the full length of the pitch

12. High overhead throw; the disc flies upside down

13. The player holding the disc has just ten seconds to
pass it to a teammate

14. The team attempting to prevent a score

15. When the disc is caught in the endzone by a
player on the offense

18. A lateral pass across the pitch

22. Area at the either end of the pitch within which a
point is scored

24. the side to which the marker is trying to prevent
the throw

25. When a defender moves away from their marker to
try and make an interception


